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FROM THE
CEO'S DESK

"MY  JOB  AS  THE

CAPTAIN  OF  ESY

SHIP  IS  TO  ENSURE

WE  SAIL  THROUGH

SAFELY"

Dear ESYiite,

Welcome to 2021 and congratulations

for surviving 2020. The year of many

challenges. The year that changed the

world. Through this note, I choose to

share with you my personal journey in

the past one year. The beginning of

2020 clearly showed signs that the way

ahead was not easy, however the time

that it truly hit me was in March, I was

on my way back from Chennai to Delhi

and though Covid-19 was

not yet declared a pandemic, there

were early warnings that this would not

see a near end. I speculated it to be

something in the lines of Nipa or swine

flu – yes it was dangerous but with

precautions we will get through. At the

airport, I was surprised to see almost

everyone wearing a mask and in the

flight the staff and the passengers

stressed to wear this piece of cloth that I

would soon enough make a part of my

daily attire. As I was miles above the

ground, mid-air, I did ponder over what

to do to ensure employee health and

safety, however the mind wanders and

soon it

drifted to other issues like business, life

etc. As I landed in Chennai, I read about

the first case reported in Kerala and that

did cause a slight panic however not so

much. A few days later, our Prime

Minister announced a lockdown and

that did shake me up a little. 
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The period of lockdown was quite full of mixed emotions – initially it was great

quality time with family, not having to worry about business much since we

had enough inventory to sustain the period and the sales though lower than

usual was not so much effected.

Soon enough, we started to feel the heat as thenecessary inventory dried up,

financial commitments mounted as business started the great fall. By the

month of May, it was clear, the market was collapsing, people were being laid

off, my friends who were at the top realms of organisations were forced to quit

and the nightmare seemed to see no light at the end of the tunnel.

This was when I truly had a time of reflection, my job as the captain of ESY

Ship Is to ensure we sail through safely – my employees, customers and the

board had to be made aware that now we are entering rough sea and the

voyage will be tougher as it sails through the storm at the centre, but they had

to be confident that we will get through this. Fortunately, as soon as the

situation was communicated, our employees were committed to face the

challenges and assured us that if suffering, we will do this together. Our

customers continued to support us by adapting to the new normal and having

tolerance of any delay or lapses from our end. Even during the worst of the

pandemic, our service team and partners provided the best service within their

means. We made use of the time to get in touch with existing customers,

spread positivity, learn new things, and spend time on self-learning and

introspection. With the beginning of 2021, ESY has sailed through the waves of

2020 and emerged a strong survivor. new products are being added to the

portfolio, while ESY has jumped to the next orbit working on software related

services and powered a disruptive start-up – Templelinks.

Looking ahead, sea is still rough , pandemic is still on but we have introduced

ourselves to an Inter-Care community and my message to you would be – be

the captain of your ship , keep an optimistic compass for the voyage and sail

through with confidence.

Good luck!

Regards

Dr VP Sajeevan
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EDITOR'S

NOTE

Hello Phoenix! Welcome to 2021!

A year I honestly believe belongs to YOU.

Just like the regenerating bird, we have risen from our old selves at the

beginning of 2020 to a much stronger and resilient self in 2021. The present

time is an experience like no another and as we strive through many globally

disruptive changes, let us take a moment to appreciate ourselves for working

so tirelessly to survive and sustain. This pandemic has been a personal fight for

all of us and rest be assured we will all emerge being our best at the end. ESY

Partners includes our customers, dealers, service centres, employees and

investors and we thank you profusely for living up to your title of partnership.

You have supported us, been compassionate and tolerant of times where we

have stumbled. Challenges do lay ahead of us; however, we have learnt to gain

hope and confidence from the fact that ESY is a structure built on strong

partnerships and efficient workforce that can face any storm. For the year

ahead, we will be working to achieve the motto of POS to its true strength i.e.,

point of service. With superior products, competitive approach, and an

optimistic attitude, we are sure to establish ESY as the no.1 POS company in the

country. This edition of ESY READ is a note of gratitude from our end for the

partnerships we cherish, and we will be sharing this newsletter on a timely basis

with our community to help keep you connected to all things ESY.

Wishing you a fantastic year ahead.

Regards

Sanuja S



GUEST EDITOR'S NOTE

 .  
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ARUSHI KAPOOR

I simply cannot fathom the

amount I learnt while I was

helping edit the ESY READ

draft. It was truly insightful

to engage with a multitude

of ESY's clients. I am

extremely grateful for this

opportunity.



AD - -
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ESY  TALK  WITH  OUR  EVIP
Nilesh Zaveri ,

Partner @ Apex

Enterprises

ESY Very

Important

Partner , Mumbai

Nilesh Zaveri is Partner at

Apex Enterprises , one of

the leading IT Hardware

distribution organisation in

Mumbai, since 1992. He has

been a strong pillar of

support for ESY since its

inception in 2013. Apex

Enterprises is currently

boasts of a distributing /

reselling network of more

than 500+ System

Integrators, retailers,

resellers in Mumbai. With

multiple global brands in

his portfolio , he and his

team at his team at Apex

has been responsible for

building ESY as a

prominent brand in the

POS world by

demonstrating superior

levels of customer

satisfaction, sales and

service training, customer

follow-up, and business

management.



Q) Your  s ignature  statement  

'Never  give  up ! '

Q) Three key factors  that  helped you to  atta in  success

Hard  work ,  Focus  &  determinat ion  helped  me  atta in

success .  

Q) Three moments  of  your  l i fe  that  you cher ish

The  three  moments  would  be  s tar t ing  my  own  bus iness ,

meet ing  my  wife  fo r  the  f i r s t  t ime  and  when  my  k ids

came  in to  my  l i fe .

Q) A chal lenge that  you faced and how you overcame
it

I  was  not  being  granted  a  US  VISA .  I  have  t rave l led  to

many  parts  of  the  wor ld ,  but  US  was  the  country  that

re fused  to  grant  me  a  v i sa .  I  must  have  t r ied  at  l east  10 - 12

t imes  but  every  t ime  I  appl ied ,  they  re jected  me .  Right

on  the  verge  of  giv ing  up ,  I  got  my  v i sa  af ter  18  years .   

Q) Key message to  your  channel  partners  for  2021

The  year  2020  passed  with  many  chal lenges  in  everyone ’s

l i fe .  At  the  personal  &  bus iness  f ront ,  l i fe  i s  fu l l  of

surpr i ses  and  a lways  has  ups  and  downs .  Always  bel ieve

in  yourse l f  and  never  give  up .  My  best  wishes  to  everyone

for  2021 ,  may  2021  br ings  lo ts  of  opportuni t ies  in

everyone ’s  l i fe  and  give  lo ts  of  success .
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The dictionary definition of “Sales” is a transaction between two firms in which a buyer

receives tangible or intangible goods, services or assets in exchange of money. However,

viewing this from the business perspective, ”Sales” is not just about selling, it is much

more. It is the world which builds and houses trust, learning and education.  This world is

one with infinite potential in terms of success and opportunities. At the same time, sales

is very closely related to our day to day ethical practices. All successful sales professionals

convert emotional sense into logical sense by positioning their product

applications. 

Be passionate about selling and balance

this passion with wisdom.

The following mantras form the preamble of

the sales profession:

1.

2.    Be upbeat and flexible.

3.    Be professional, but exercise humility.

4.    Be pro-active and ambitious.

5.    Keep yourself closely engaged.

6.    Be a good learner and listener.

7.    Be accountable and goal oriented.

8.    Keep up with the latest technologies.

9.    Schedule routine tasks and manage time

efficiently.

10.  Understand the ‘Customer Bottle Neck’.

11.  Focus on teamwork.

12.  Understand the organisation’s business

goals.

And with that, you have mastered the art of

selling!

BUSTING MYTHS
SURROUNDING SALES

Anoop Dogra , Regional Business Manager , ESY India
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Q.  Your  most  memorable
moment  dur ing customer
interact ion.

For  me ,  every  sa le  i s  a

memorable  moment .  After

be ing  conv inced  of  the

qual i ty  of  ESY  products ,  I

t r ied  to  conv ince  around  75

of  Grav i ty 's  rese l le rs  in  Kera la

by  sending  them  a  sample .  I

thus  gained  the i r  t rust  and

grew  the  bus iness .  A

part icu lar l y  memorable

moment  fo r  me  was  when  a

rese l le r  f rom  Kera la  gave  me

exce l lent  feedback  fo r  the

531 1  thermal  pr inter .  The

pr inters  had  been  running

under  heavy  usage  at  a

hypermarket  fo r  two  to  three

years  and  were  s t i l l  in  per fect

condi t ion .  This  qual i ty

assurance  gave  me  greater

conf idence  in  the  product  I

was  rese l l ing .  
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ESY CHAMP OF
THE MONTH

 JABEEL ,  SALES  HEAD  @GRAVITY  INC

Jabeel is a passionate Sales

manager from Kochi. He has been

working for Gravity Inc Business

Solutions for the last five years. He

has been dealing with ESY

products for the past year. From

purchasing a single cash drawer

initially, his trust in ESY products

now spans over a multitude of

products, such as  wireless

scanner, barcode printers, etc.

Pleased with the support received

from the ESY team (Akash, in

particular), he is proud to be an

ambassador for ESY to its resellers

and customers.
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Q.  Three days  of  your  l i fe  that  you wi l l  a lways  remember
and why?

The  three  days  of  my  l i fe  that  I  wi l l  never  fo rget  wi l l  def in i te ly

be  the  day  I  met  my  wife ,  the  day  my  son  was  born ,  and  the

day  my  daughter  was  born .  These  moments  are  ext remely  c lose

to  me  and  I  wi l l  a lways  remember  them .

Q.  Three key in i t iat ives  that  you wi l l  implement  i f  you
become the market ing head of  ESY India .

Whi le  Grav i ty  focuses  on  a  micro  l eve l  with  i t s  presence  only  in

Kera la ,  ESY  deals  a l l  over  Ind ia .  For  such  a  l a rge  sca le ,  I  bel ieve

the i r  market ing  i s  f ine  and  does  not  requi re  any  changes .

However ,  one  th ing  I  would  focus  on  would  be  compet i t i ve

pr ic ing .  Not ic ing  consumer  behav iour  part icu lar l y  af ter  COVID -

19 ,  I  have  observed  that  consumers  choose  pr ice  over  brand  at

many  occas ions .  Thus  ,  Compet i t i ve  pr ic ing ,  I  bel ieve ,  wi l l

a t t ract  a  greater  market  share .  

Q.  Your  favour i te  personal i ty  in  the business  spectrum
other  than yout  employer .

Dur ing  my  tenure  as  a  sa lesman  in  Dubai ,  I  encountered  Raju

Shetty .   Since  I  do  not  have  my  fo re fathers  in  th i s  f ie ld ,  I

constant ly  t ry  to  embody  his  techniques  in to  my  profess iona l

l i fe .  I  admire  him  fo r  his  hard  work  which  l ed  to  a  def ined

stepwise  growth  in  his  career ,  s tar t ing  f rom  a  sa lesman ,

moving  on  to  a  sa les  manager  and  then  a  top  execut ive .  I  t ry  to

implement  his  s t rateg ies ,  fo r  ins tance ,  te l l ing  those  work ing

under  me  to  wri te  down  a l l  the i r  tasks .  He  i s  my  ro le  model

and  a lso  the  one  who  moulded  me  as  a  sa lesman .
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LOOKING   AT
THE  BRIGHT
SIDE  OF  2020

Though 2020 was not the best year

for everyone, looking back, I did

find things that worked out well

and things that I learnt this year.

On the business front, I took the

time 2020 gave us to complete

twelve to thirteen online

certifications to better my skillset.

This was also the year when I

shifted to Kerala, which was a

boon as I also found my distributor

here during the pandemic. 

Apart from that, I used my time

extremely productively. I took time

out to improve my cooking skills

and also found my hidden talent

as an artist when I tried my hand

at sketching.

Even when we are faced with

challenges, it is up to us to use

them to our benefit and grow from

them.

AKASH  CHAUDHARY  

SENIOR  TERRITORY  MANAGER ,ESY  INDIA  



Q) Three key approaches that you practice

at your retail business

Considering the fact that everything has

moved online due to the pandemic, we try

to keep our database ready and approach

people on platforms like WhatsApp. We

make sure our responses are faster as

compared to the others, making sure that

the customers come to us only. We make

sure our deliveries are very smooth and our

after-sales service is extremely good. 

Q) What's the most important factor that

keeps you connected with ESY? 

Definitely the quality. I have had no

complaints in my association with ESY for

over three years, with any of their products.

As the name suggests, their products are

also extremely easy to operate. 

Q) One key initiative that you can suggest

to strengthen partnership and business?

I would recommend circulation of

information over WhatsApp, so as to keep

the dealers in the loop. The planning done

by ESY should be communicated to us as it

would help us in answering the queries of

our customers. 

Q) How do you find time to maintain your

work-life balance?

I have realised, living in this city that it is

not very socially connected, in comparison

to Bangalore. Maintaining a balance

depends on what one requires and what

one is working towards.

ESY RETAIL RENDEZVOUS
Ritesh Kukreja, ESY Retailing Partner @SGadgets 369

Ritesh Kukreja, Business Head at SGadgets

369, represents the NexGen of the POS

World. He has been crucial in building and

establishing direct customer connect for

ESY with the former French Colony and

heritage city – Pondicherry. At a very young

age , he has been able to master the key

aspects to retailing with Managerial,

Negotiation and Client servicing skills over

the years. He describes himself as a

constant learner and a seeker for new

opportunities to grow personally and

professionally.
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1. Describe your experience with ESY

Working in the service field, I know how good ESY

products are in terms of their quality, compared to

others of its kind. ESY products are extremely simple

and user friendly. Overall, my experience with ESY has

been good and I am extremely happy with their

products. 

2. What are your key goals for 2021 

My key goals for this year will be to improve our service

and hire more engineers as we grow our business. 

3. Moments of your life that you cherish

During work, I had an extremely memorable

experience after servicing a customer through amazon,

who was delighted at the quality of our service.Another

moment I cherish is when I was taken on a foreign trip

after I had achieved my target set by my company. 

4. Your first customer experience 

My first customer service experience entailed installing

1000 machines with the team. It was extremely

heartening to see that because of our successful

installation, the customer was satisfied and still orders

after three years. 

5. Message for all people who wish to work in this

industry

First and foremost, to service any product, you need to

be experienced. When I service thermal printers and

barcode printers of ESY, I make sure I have full

knowledge of the product so that I can impart the

same to the customers as well. I also train my engineers

and emphasize the importance of having the

knowledge of competitors' products as well.
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ESY  SCOOP
BASAVRAJ ,ESY  SERVICE  PARTNER  @MICROPRINT

Basavraj, Director at

Microprint, Mumbai

has been in the

industry since 1998

and is profound for

his love of electronics .

He and his team have

been a critical

component for ESY to

attain customer

satisfaction since we

all know providing

flawless customer

service is not easy! He

surely lives up to

our motto of making

life ESY for our

customers by being

attentive, efficient and

patient .
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REVOLUTION IN
TECHNICAL SUPPORT IN
THE POS INDUSTRY 

Determine and perform problem resolution based on

client's needs and coordinating activities between users,

vendors and other support departments.

Used communication and diagnostic skills, consistently

to solve problems with a reputation for productivity,

complex problem resolutions and professionalism.

The year 2020 was indeed a challenging one with the

COVID scare and complete lockdown across the nation. This

made technical Support difficult, and paved in new ways of

providing the technical support to the end users as well as

to the Filed Engineers.

Key points to our success-

Provide technical and network problem resolution to end-users by performing a

question diagnosis while guiding users through step-by-step solutions.

Good customer experiences depend on creating emotional connections with

customers. Case studies show that over 50% of the experience is based on emotion.

Emotions are motivators for decision making and have a high buying power.

During the pandemic, our engineers learnt the new technology and tried to adapt to

the current situation and made sure our customer could also learn the basic uses of

the product that could make their life easy and independent.

Anil Kumar , Technical Support

 Executive , ESY India
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Ø During the Pandemic
 

·Customers learned live without any physical visit and learned how to troubleshoot the
issues without taking the company’s assistance.

  

This pandemic, we understood the importance of educating the customers about the
uses of their products. 

 

We explored the option of video-calling the customers to provide assistance, as that helps
form a real connection and understand the issue better. 
 

We all become more connected and resilient as we went through pain, as we suffered
together. These emotional realities are important when it comes to relationships between
businesses and consumers. They can even form a new basis for how brands and
consumers can connect in the future.

 

Ø After the pandemic
 

·Ultimately, COVID-19 will teach us a great deal about the true nature of interaction and
collaboration: that they will lead to a deeper appreciation of putting people first, that
brands will have the opportunity to show their true colours (positively or negatively), and
that companies, brands, workers, and consumers are capable of adapting in a positive
way to a change that is imposed upon all of us, and emerging, together, in a better place.

 

·Brands with the best price or most memorable marketing campaign might not have an
advantage compared to those that exhibit emotional intelligence and communicate with
care, honesty, and empathy, and build trust in times of crisis.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT
BEFORE & DURING THE
PANDEMIC
Customer service plays a pivotal role in an organization's

ability to generate income and therefore, revenue. A positive

customer service experience can help change the entire

perception a customer holds towards the organization.

Ø Before the Pandemic

Before the pandemic, the customers would get in touch
with us with the intention of a visit from our side to resolve
the issue.

·Customers were not educated on how to resolve issues and
did not bother to learn.

Customers depended upon the company and their
representative to provide the solution.

·

Anuj Singh, Product

Specialist, ESY India
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